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ABSTRACT

A terminal and the no-disturbance method thereof are provided. The method comprises: the terminal sends a power-off registration message to the network side, and completes the power-off registration process; in the case that a voice or short message calls the terminal, the network side returns a prompt that the terminal has been powered off to the calling party. By the processing above, it is ensured that in the case of initiating a call and sending short messages normally, the terminal can effectively prevent the user from being disturbed, and return a prompt that the terminal has been powered off to the calling party.
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1. TERMINAL AND NO-DISTURBANCE METHOD THEREOF

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is the U.S. National Stage of International Patent Application No. PCT/CA2008/073834 filed on Dec. 29, 2008, which claims priority to Chinese Patent Application Number 200810183395.8 filed on Nov. 30, 2008, the disclosures of which are hereby incorporated by reference in their entireties.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to the field of communications, particularly to a terminal and its no-disturbance method.

BACKGROUND

Currently, as wireless communication systems develop and become increasingly popular, wireless communication has brought convenience to our life; on the other hand, it has also caused our privacy to be infringed. In actual applications, during some particular time, a terminal user requires to set a terminal to be in a no-disturbance state under the circumstances that normal use of the terminal (such as calling or short messaging) is not affected.

In wireless communication networks, there is a mechanism that allows a terminal to register with a network, and the mechanism enables the network to perform highly efficient management on the terminal. FIG. 1 illustrates a flow of a terminal performing power-on registration with a network in related technologies, as shown in FIG. 1, the processing of a terminal registering with a network comprises: S1, a terminal sends a power-on registration message to a Base Station Subsystem (BSS); S2, the BSS sends the power-on registration message to a Mobile Switching Centre (MSC); S3, the MSC sends the power-on registration message to a Visitor Location Register (VLR); S4, the VLR sends the power-on registration message to a Home Location Register (HLR); and S5, the HLR, in its local database, sets the state of the terminal as a power-on ‘activation’ state.

In related technologies, when the state of the terminal changes or exceeds a certain period of time, the terminal requires to send a signaling message (or called a registration message) to the network through an air interface, the signaling message is used by the terminal to report its own state information to the network (i.e. used for registering with the network) so that the network can get to know the latest state of the terminal. Registration types commonly used at present comprise:

1. power-on registration: when the user powers on the terminal, the terminal sends a power-on registration message to the network, notifying the network that the terminal has been already powered on now and can receive telephone calls and short messages;
2. power-off registration: when the user powers off the terminal, the terminal sends a power-off registration message to the network, notifying the network that the terminal has been already powered off now and cannot receive telephone calls and short messages;
3. time-based registration: beyond a certain period of time following the last registration with the network, the terminal will send a regular registration message to the network, notifying the network of the latest state of the terminal;
4. distance-based registration: after the terminal’s last registration with the network, if the terminal has moved beyond a certain distance, then the terminal will send a location registration message to the network, notifying the network of the latest location and other information of the terminal;
5. parameter change registration: when key parameters of the terminal have changed, the terminal will send a parameter change registration message to the network, notifying the network of the latest parameter information of the terminal;
6. zone update registration: when the terminal roams into a new zone or leaves the current zone, the terminal will send a zone registration message to the network, notifying the network of the latest information of the terminal; and
7. command registration: if the network requires to immediately know the information of the terminal and has been waiting too long due to the above-mentioned reasons for the terminal to send a registration message, then the network can send a command registration message to the terminal, requiring the terminal to immediately send a registration message and report the information of the terminal.

In addition to the above-mentioned 7 types of registration messages, there are still other registration methods that do not require interaction of registration messages, which comprises:

8. network access registration: if the user has used the terminal to initiate a call to the network or has sent a short message, then the network can acquire current information of the terminal through the process of the user accessing the network, and the network would believe that the terminal has already implicitly registered with the network during the network access of this time; and
9. state inquiry registration: the network sends a state inquiry signaling to the terminal, the terminal feeds back a state response signaling to the network, and the network can infer state information of the terminal from the state response signaling.

In related technologies, the network stores registration information of the terminal inside the HLR or VLR, if the terminal is located within a home network, then the HLR will store current information of the terminal; if the terminal has roamed into another network, then the VLR will store current information of the terminal. Under the circumstances that there are calls or short messages, the MSC will inquire of the HLR or VLR about the terminal’s current information. FIG. 2 illustrates a network processing flow during a service calling a terminal in related technologies, as shown in FIG. 2, under the circumstances that there are calls or short messages, the network processing flow comprises: S1, a calling party sends a voice call or a short message; S2, the MSC inquires of the VLR about the state of the terminal; S3, the VLR inquires of the HLR about the state of the terminal; S4, the state of the terminal that the HLR feeds back to the VLR is a power-on ‘activation’ state; S5, the state of the terminal that the VLR feeds back to the MSC is a power-on ‘activation’ state; S6, the MSC commands the BSS to page the terminal; S7, the BSS broadcasts a paging message through the air interface; S8, after the BSS has paged the terminal, the terminal returns a paging response message to the BSS; and S9, the terminal starts to normally establish a service connection.

In related technologies, if the terminal is currently in a power-off state, then for a call service, the network will prompt the calling party with a piece of information that the called party has powered the terminal off; for a short message service, the network will temporarily store the short message in a Message Centre (MC) and forward it when the terminal is powered on the next time. If the terminal is currently in an activated (powered-on) state, the MSC will page the terminal
through the BSS. FIG. 3 is a signaling flowchart illustrating that the terminal normally registers with the network and the network pages the terminal in related technologies, as shown in FIG. 5, it comprises the following processing:

S1, the terminal (or called a Mobile Station (MS)) sends a registration message to the BSS; S2, the BSS sends the registration message to the MSC; S3, the MSC sends the registration message to the VLR; S4, the VLR sends a registration request to the HLR; S5, the HLR returns a registration-successful response message to the VLR; S6, the VLR returns the registration-successful response message to the MSC; S7, the MSC returns the registration-successful response message to the BSS; S8, the BSS returns the registration-successful response message to the MS; S9, a voice call or short message service calls the MS through the MSC; S10, after receiving the call, the MSC inquires of the VLR about the state of the terminal; S11, the VLR inquires of the HLR about the state of the terminal; S12, the HLR returns the VLR a response message that the terminal is in an activated state; S13, the VLR returns the MSC the response message that the terminal is in an activated state; S14, the MSC calls the MS through the BSS; S15, the BSS sends a common paging message to the MS; and S16, the MS returns a paging response message to the BSS.

During the above-mentioned processing, S4, S5, S11 and S12 are optional processes, because it is not necessary to inquire of the HLR if there is state information of the terminal stored in the VLR.

In related technologies, if the user wishes to shield incoming calls or short messages so as not to be disturbed during a certain time, while the user himself can still use the network normally to make calls or send short messages, then he/she will set a traditional no-disturbance function in the terminal; however, if the user sets the traditional no-disturbance function, then generally the terminal at the calling party will hear a prompt tone that the called party temporarily cannot receive the call. However, the user does not wish the calling party to hear such prompt tone in some cases, but wishes the calling party to hear a prompt tone that the called party has powered his/her MS off. No technical solution has been proposed now that can effectively solve the above-mentioned problems.

SUMMARY

The present invention is proposed to address the problem that a system cannot prompt that a terminal has been powered off and therefore cannot prevent the user from being disturbed when other users call the terminal under the circumstances that the terminal can normally initiate calls and send short messages even if it is in a no-disturbance state, for this reason, the main object of the present invention is to provide an improved terminal no-disturbance solution to resolve at least one of the above-mentioned problems in related technologies.

In order to achieve the above-mentioned object, a terminal no-disturbance method is provided according to one aspect of the present invention.

The terminal no-disturbance method according to the present invention comprises: a network side acquires a power-off registration message from a terminal and performs power-off registration; and if there are communication services in which the terminal is a called party, then the network side returns a calling party a prompt that the terminal has been powered off.

Furthermore, before the terminal sends the power-off registration message to the network side, the method may further comprise: a user sets the state of the terminal to be a no-disturbance state through a user interface.

Furthermore, after the terminal finishes the power-off registration process, the method may further comprise: the terminal is forbidden from sending registration messages to the network side except the power-off registration message.

Furthermore, under the circumstances that the user makes a telephone call or sends a short message through the terminal, the method may further comprise: after the user completes making a telephone call or sending a short message through the terminal, the terminal immediately sends the power-off registration message to the network side and makes a request for the power-off registration.

Wherein the operation of the terminal sending the power-off registration message to the network side and completing the power-off registration process may specifically comprise: the terminal sends the power-off registration message to an MSC through a BSS; the MSC forwards the power-off registration message to an HLR through a VLR; and the HLR, in its local database, updates the status of the terminal to a power-off state.

Wherein the operation of the network side returning the calling party a prompt that the terminal has been powered off may specifically comprise: under the circumstances that there is a voice or short message calling the terminal, the MSC inquires of the HLR about the state information of the terminal through the VLR; the HLR checks the local database, and returns the power-off state of the terminal to the MSC through the VLR; and the MSC returns the calling party a prompt that the terminal has been powered off.

A terminal is provided according to another aspect of the present invention.

The terminal according to the present invention comprises: a setup module, which is used for setting the state of the terminal to be a no-disturbance state; and a sending module, which is used for sending a power-off registration message to a network side and making a request for power-off registration.

Furthermore, the above-mentioned terminal may further comprise: a control module, which is used for forbidding the sending module to send registration messages to the network side except the power-off registration message.

Furthermore, the above-mentioned terminal may further comprise: a scheduling module, which is used for scheduling the sending module to send the power-off registration message to the network side after the user completes making a telephone call or sending a short message through the terminal that has finished power-off registration.

The technical scheme of the present invention can be used, by sending a power-off registration message to the network side, meanwhile, forbidding sending other registration messages, to solve the problem that the system cannot prompt that the terminal has been powered off and therefore cannot prevent the user from being disturbed when other users call the terminal under the circumstances that the terminal can normally initiate calls and send short messages in related technologies, thus the technical scheme can ensure effectively the user against disturbance and return the calling party a prompt that the terminal has been powered off under the circumstances that the terminal can normally initiate calls and send short messages.

Other characteristics and advantages of the present invention will be discussed in the subsequent description, and will become obvious partly via the description or become understood via embodiments of the present invention. The purpose and other advantages of the present invention can be achieved
and acquired through the authored description, claims and the structure particularly illustrated in the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The drawings are used to provide further understanding of the present invention, constitute a part of the description and are used together with the embodiments of the present invention to explain the present invention, and do not constitute any limitation on the present invention. In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a terminal performing power-on registration with a network in related technologies;

FIG. 2 is a network processing flowchart when services call a terminal in related technologies;

FIG. 3 is a signaling flowchart of normal terminal registration and network processing in related technologies;

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a terminal no-disturbance method according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a processing flowchart of a terminal performing power-off registration with a network according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a network processing flowchart when services call a terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 7 is a signaling flowchart of terminal power-off registration and network processing according to an embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Functional Overview

In related technologies, the user wishes to shield incoming calls or short messages during a certain time, but at the same time wishes the calling party to hear a prompt tone that the called party has powered the terminal off; regarding such requirements, the present invention provides a method that in wireless networks the user can initiate network services such as making telephone calls and sending short messages when the user has set terminal’s current registration state to be a power-off state; in other words, after the user has made a no-disturbance setting, the terminal can normally initiate calls and send short messages, meanwhile the system prompts that the called terminal has been powered off when other users call the terminal; when there is a short message coming in, the network will not send the short message to the terminal, but temporarily store the short message, wait for the user to exit the above-mentioned special state, and then forward the short message to the terminal.

The preferred embodiments of the present invention are described below in combination with the drawings; it should be understood that the preferred embodiments described here are only used to describe and explain the present invention rather than restrict the present invention. If there is no conflict, the embodiments of the present invention and the characteristics in the embodiments can be combined with each other.

Method Embodiment

According to the embodiment of the present invention, a terminal no-disturbance method is provided; FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a terminal no-disturbance method according to the embodiment of the present invention, as shown in FIG. 4, the method comprises the following processing (S402-S404).

First, a user no-disturbance mode is preset in the terminal, by selecting the mode, a user no-disturbance operating mode can be opened or closed, when the user requires to start this no-disturbance function, before executing the processing as shown in FIG. 4, the user first requires to set the state of the terminal as a no-disturbance state through the user interface. Then the terminal will immediately send a power-off registration message to the network side to notify the network to immediately update the state of the terminal to a power-off state and complete the power-off registration process.

When the terminal is in the special no-disturbance operating state, after the terminal has completed the power-off registration process, it must also forbid sending the network side registration messages except the power-off registration message; in other words, the terminal will not longer send the network side any registration message including power-on, time-based, distance-based, parameter change, zone update, command and state inquiry registration messages; and, when receiving a registration command from the network side and the normal registration condition is triggered, the terminal also forbids making any response, thereby being capable of keeping itself in the power-off registration state.

Specifically, in S402, the processing of the terminal sending a power-off registration message to the network side and completing the power-off registration process comprises: first, the terminal sends a power-off registration message to the MSC through the BSS; then the MSC forwards the power-off registration message to the HLR through the VLR; at last, the HLR updates the state of the terminal to a power-off state in the local database.

Furthermore, following S402, if the user requires to make a telephone call or send a short message through the terminal, then after the user completes making the telephone call or sending the short message, the terminal will immediately send a power-off registration message to the network and finish the power-off registration process, i.e. every time after the user finishes a network access operation, the terminal always will immediately send a power-off registration message to the network. The terminal is required to actively initiate a power-off registration to change the state of the terminal to a power-off state because after the terminal finishes a network access process, the network would believe that the terminal has performed a network access registration and would change the state of the terminal to a power-on state.

The process of the user sending a power-off registration message to the network after finishing a network access operation is explained in detail below in combination with the drawings, as shown in FIG. 5, it comprises the following processing: S1, the terminal finishes a network access operation, such as making a telephone call or sending a short message; S2, the terminal sends a power-off registration message to the BSS; S3, the BSS forwards the power-off registration message to the MSC; S4, the MSC sends the power-off registration message to the VLR; S5, the VLR forwards the power-off registration message to the HLR; and S6, the state of the terminal in the HLR is a power-off "deactivation" state.

S404: under the circumstances that there is a voice or short message calling the terminal, the network side returns the calling party a prompt that the terminal has been powered off.

In S404, as shown in FIG. 6, the specific processing of the network side returning the calling party a prompt that the terminal has been powered off comprises: S1, the calling party makes a voice or short message call to the terminal; S2, the MSC inquires of the VLR about the state information of the terminal; S3, the VLR inquires of the HLR about the state information of the terminal; S4, the HLR checks the local database and returns the power-off state of the terminal to the VLR; S5, the VLR returns the power-off state of the terminal
to the MSC; and S6, the MSC returns the calling party a prompt that the terminal has been powered off.

Based on the above descriptions, the detailed process of the terminal no-disturbance method of the present invention is explained in detail below in combination with FIG. 7. FIG. 7 is a detailed processing signaling flowchart of the terminal no-disturbance method according to an embodiment of the present invention, as shown in FIG. 7, it comprises the following processing:

S1, the MS accesses the network, and makes a telephone call or sends a short message;
S2, the MS sends a power-off registration message to the BSS;
S3, the BSS sends the power-off registration message to the MSC;
S4, the MSC sends the power-off registration message to the VLR;
S5, the VLR sends the power-off registration message to the HLR;
S6, the HLR returns a poweroff-registration-successful response message to the VLR;
S7, the VLR returns the power-off-registration-successful response message to the MSC;
S8, the MSC returns the power-off-registration-successful response message to the BSS;
S9, the BSS returns the power-off-registration-successful response message to the MS (S2-S9 correspond to S402 in FIG. 4);
S10, the calling party initiates a voice call or short message service to the MSC to page the MS;
S11, the MSC inquires of the VLR about an MS state;
S12, the VLR inquires of the HLR about the MS state;
S13, the HLR returns the VLR a response message that the MS state is power-off;
S14, the VLR returns the MSC a response message that the MS state is an activated state; and
S15, the MSC prompts the calling party that the MS has been powered off, or dumps the short message into the MC (corresponding to S404 in FIG. 4).

Through the above-mentioned processing, it can be ensured that the terminal can effectively prevent the user from being disturbed and return the calling party a prompt that the terminal has been powered off under the circumstances that the terminal initiates calls and sends short messages normally.

Device Embodiment

According to an embodiment of the present invention, a terminal is provided;

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of the terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention, as shown in FIG. 8, the terminal comprises a setup module S0, a sending module S2, and a control module S8. The terminal according to an embodiment of the present invention is explained in detail below.

The setup module S0, which is used for presetting a user no-disturbance mode in the terminal, by selecting the mode, the user can start or end the user no-disturbance operating mode, i.e. when the user requires to start this no-disturbance function, the setup module S0 sets the terminal to be in the no-disturbance mode.

The sending module S2, which is connected to the setup module S0, and is used for sending a power-off registration message to the network side after the setup module S0 sets the terminal to be in the no-disturbance operating state. And, after the user completes making a telephone call or sending a short message through the terminal, the sending module S2 must immediately send a power-off registration message to the network and finish the power-off registration process, i.e. every time after the user finishes a network access operation, the sending module S2 always will immediately send a power-off registration message to the network. The sending module S2 is required to actively initiate a power-off registration operation to change the state of the terminal to a power-off-state because after the terminal finishes a network access process, the network would believe that the terminal has performed a network access registration and would change the state of the terminal to a power-on state. Preferably, the terminal can further comprise: a scheduling module (not shown in FIG. 8), which is used for scheduling the sending module to send the power-off registration message to the network side after the user completes making a telephone call or sending a short message through the terminal that has finished the power-off registration.

The control module S8, which is connected to the sending module S2, and is used for forbidding the sending module S2 to send the network side registration messages except the power-off registration message. In other words, the control module S8 controls the sending module S2 so that no longer sends the network side registration messages, including power-on, time-based, distance-based, parameter change, zone update, command and state-query registration messages, and, when the terminal receives a registration command from the network side and when the normal registration condition is triggered, the control module S8 also forbids the sending module S2 to make any response, thereby being capable of keeping the terminal in the power-off registration state.

It is necessary to note that the above-mentioned individual modules can be changed and combined in different ways without departing from the spirit and scope clarified in the attached claims.

In summary of the above, the technical scheme of the present invention can be used, by sending a power-off registration message to the network side and at the same time forbidding sending other registration messages, to solve the problem that the system cannot prompt that the called terminal has been powered off and therefore cannot prevent the user from being disturbed when other users call the terminal under the circumstances that the terminal can normally initiate calls and send short messages in related technologies, and thus the technical scheme can ensure effectively the user against disturbance and return the calling party a prompt that the terminal has been powered off under the circumstances that the terminal can normally initiate calls and send short messages.

The above-mentioned are just the preferred embodiments of the present invention and are in no way intended to restrict the present invention; for those skilled in the art, the present invention can have various changes and variations. Any and all modifications, equivalent substitutes, and improvements, etc., made within the spirit and principle of the present invention shall all be included into the scope of protection of the present invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for blocking a terminal from receiving incoming communications without turning off the terminal, comprising:

   setting, by a user, a state of a terminal to be a no-disturbance state, in which the terminal remains in a power-on state, can normally initiate calls and send short messages and cannot receive incoming communications, through a user interface of the terminal;
   transmitting, by the terminal, a power-off registration message to a network side in response to the setting of the
state of the terminal to be the no-disturbance state, and remaining powered on after transmitting the power-off registration message; acquiring, by the network side, the power-off registration message from the terminal, and performing power-off registration, such that if there are communication services in which the terminal is a called party, then the network side returning a calling party a prompt that the terminal has been powered off; if the user makes a telephone call or sends a short message through the terminal in the no-disturbance state, after the user completes making the telephone call or sending the short message, immediately transmitting, by the terminal, the power-off registration message to the network side and remaining powered on after transmitting the power-off registration message; and after the terminal finishes the power-off registration process, forbidding the terminal from sending registration messages to the network side except the power-off registration message.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the operation of the terminal sending the power-off registration message to the network side and completing the power-off registration process comprises:
   - sending, by the terminal, the power-off registration message to a mobile switching centre through a base station subsystem;
   - forwarding, by the mobile switching centre, the power-off registration message to a home location register through a visitor location register; and
   - updating, by the home location register, in its local database, the state of the terminal to a power-off state.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the operation of the network side returning the calling party a prompt that the terminal has been powered off comprises:
   - under the circumstances that there is a voice or short message calling the terminal, inquiring, by the mobile switching centre, of the home location register about the state information of the terminal through the visitor location register;
   - checking, by the home location register, the local database, and returning the power-off state of the terminal to the mobile switching centre through the visitor location register; and
   - returning, by the mobile switching centre, the calling party a prompt that the terminal has been powered off.

4. A terminal, which can be blocked from receiving incoming communications without being turned off, comprising:
   - a setup module, which is configured to instruct the terminal to send a power-off registration message to a network side without turning off the terminal, in response to a user’s setting of a state of the terminal to be a no-disturbance state, in which the terminal remains in a power-on state, can normally initiate calls and send short messages and cannot receive incoming communication;
   - a user interface, through which a user accesses the setup module to set the state of the terminal to be the no-disturbance state;
   - a sending module, which is configured to send a power-off registration message to a network side to make a request for power-off registration, in response to the instruction from the setup module;
   - a scheduling module, which is configured to schedule the sending module to send the power-off registration message to the network side without turning off the terminal after the user completes making a telephone call or sending a short message through the terminal in the no-disturbance state; and
   - a control module, which is configured to forbid the sending module to send registration messages to the network side except the power-off registration message after the terminal finishes the power-off registration process.